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Children’s address 

What do you want to be when your grow up? [allow time to take answers] What would you say if 

someone told you weren’t allowed to be [insert some of the answers you got]. You would be angry 

and sad, wouldn’t you? No one should be able to say what we can and cannot be when we are older. 

Unfortunately, this is often the case for boys and girls who have leprosy. Because leprosy often acts 

like a robber or a thief. It comes and steals things away. It steals simple things like being able to run 

and play with friends, or being able to write in school because it makes your hands and feet very 

sore. But it can also steal dreams from boys and girls, like what they want to be when they grow up. 

Because people with leprosy are often disliked by other people in their towns and villages, because 

they are afraid of them. So that means people with leprosy are often stopped from going to certain 

places or having a certain job. And this isn’t fair.  

So I want to ask you will you help us stop that robber or thief leprosy? Will you help catch it and give 

back the things it has stolen from people from around the world? [insert game here]  

How can you do that? There are lots of different ways you can help. You can pray for The Leprosy 

Mission that they can find people with leprosy really quickly before leprosy can steal anything. You 

can also tell other people about the thief leprosy so they can pray and help too. Your Sunday school 

or children’s church could also run a fundraiser and help raise money to stop the thief that is 

leprosy. There is nothing too small that you can do. Because if we all do something small together it 

can make a big impact. Just like at autumn time, you might think one leaf doesn’t make a big 

difference. But that leaf mixed with others of different colours gives us the beauty of autumn that I 

love so much! [You may want to insert and autumn picture to demonstrate the different colours of 

the leaves]. That is the exact same thing with you boys and girls you can make a difference and 

together you impact will be even greater!  

 

 

                         

 

Game/activity  

[If children are gathered at the front together you can add 

this game to the talk. If children aren’t at the front you 

can put it under any chair and ask adults to join in too. 

Simply print the picture in advance and stick it to the 

bottom of a random seat or area of the pew. It can also be 

stuck on a wall in the church. This can also be done in a 

Sunday school setting by hiding the picture somewhere in 

the room.  

Well, I first need to see if you are good at catching thieves 

before I give you this mission. There is a thief under one of 

your chairs so can you find him? OR the thief is hidden 

somewhere in the church can you find him? [give time for 

them to find].  

[once found] Great! Oh you are good at catching robbers, 

so I think I can ask you to help The Leprosy Mission. By 

catching the thief leprosy, you can help return things it has 

stolen from people affected, like going to school, having 

friends and having hopes and dreams for the future [you 

may want to show pictures of these things to visually show 

them] 
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Activity 

Colour in the leaf, cut it out and write a prayer on it for people affected by leprosy. Display it with 

others to make an autumn scene of the different and unique prayers.  


